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ABSTRACT

There is a gulf that separates measurement and telemetry applications from the full benefits of
Internet style communication. Whereas the Web provides ubiquitous infrastructure for the
distribution of file-based “static” data, there is no general Web solution for real-time streaming data.
At best, there are proprietary products that target consumer multimedia and resort to custom point-
to-point data connections. This paper considers an extension of the static file paradigm to a dynamic
file and introduces a streaming data solution integrated with the existing file-based infrastructure of
the Web. The solution approach appears to maximize platform and application independence leading
to improved application interoperability potential for large or complex measurement and telemetry
networks.
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INTRODUCTION

Test and measurement systems can be viewed as having three primary components:

• Data acquisition
• Data distribution
• Data monitoring

At one end, data acquisition for performance reasons is largely in the domain of real-time
(deterministic) computing and hardware. At the other end, data monitoring (including end-user
signal processing) for practical economic reasons is largely comprised of non-real-time components.



In the middle, data distribution is often tightly coupled with and part of the real-time domain. Thus,
the dividing line between the real-time and non-real-time domains has historically been between the
distribution and monitoring components, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Real-Time (RT) Interface Downstream of Data Distribution

Real-time systems are inherently very expensive. They have demanding performance constraints,
and utilize custom or low-volume hardware and software. For large-scale and/or distributed
operations, it thus makes economic sense to minimize the size of the real-time part of the overall
system. With this goal in mind, we propose to move the real-time dividing line upstream, closer to
the data acquisition component, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Real-Time Interface Moved Upstream of Data Distribution

Per Figure 2, this means utilizing a commodity, non-real-time data distribution system. The obvious
candidate for this is a standard Internet Protocol (IP) computer network, which is so ubiquitous and
serves the preponderance of worldwide computer communications today. With little imagination,
adopting network-centric distribution solutions allows one to see the convergence between test and
measurement activities and what people will eventually be doing with so-called sensor webs and
embedded networks (EmNets). [1]

The potential benefits of network distribution are very significant, enhancing cost, performance, and
responsiveness. Cost savings accrue through using much less expensive hardware, reducing custom
software development effort, and maximizing the use of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
components. The modularity and flexibility of commodity solutions often allows for much quicker
deployment and reconfiguration, with potential for greatly reduced life cycle costs.

Whereas one may argue that expensive custom hardware and software will always hold the
performance edge, this is not true if you compare old, out-of-date custom solutions to new
state-of-the-art COTS equipment and software. Furthermore, deterministic networks (even IP) and
deterministic commodity software platforms and operating systems (like Linux) are steadily
emerging. The technology forecasts for challenges related to network-centric test and measurement
favor increasing consideration of network-centric services for data distribution.



APPLICATION INDEPENDENCE

Present methods to monitor and collect real-time test data are very application and platform
dependent. Whereas there are many off-the-shelf solutions for general data analysis and display,
real-time constraints make it difficult to access live test data. To counter this problem, an
application-independent approach to real-time data access must be found. We suggest a solution that
employs a distributed file-system paradigm for how the data is communicated between acquisition
and monitoring stations.

In this approach, data monitoring applications simply open what appear to be standard files in
standard file folders, and access historical or live streaming data as if the data were available over a
network disk drive. Ideally, data acquisition modules simply write data, each at their own rate, to
these special files.

Figure 3 illustrates the basic concept. In this portrayal, a Real-Time Box representing the full range
of real-time activities (data acquisition software, hardware in the loop, etc.) has internal nodes from
which data is written at various rates to a Dynamic File Server. To this, off-the-shelf and custom
applications connect and monitor live data through a standard file interface.

Figure 3. Application and Platform Independent Data Monitoring Via Dynamic File Server

Just about every computer, operating system, programming language, shell script, Web browser, and
software application supports data I/O via files. Thus, this approach provides the broadest possible
range of platform independence, for use with almost any analysis and display software.



A NEW TYPE OF “DYNAMIC” FILE

To succeed, our solution must tackle the many-to-many scalability, bandwidth, and latency issues
common to measurement and telemetry network applications. Existing distributed file systems are
lacking in both performance and data streaming features.

Consider a new kind of data file, one to which streaming data sources continuously write, and one
from which streaming data clients randomly access data (including oldest, newest, and “next”). Such
a file substitutes a generic interface for a custom streaming connection to the (real-time) data source.

Let us map the streaming data concept to this new type of “dynamic file.” As illustrated in Figure 4,
a unified view of static and dynamic information emerges—a static file is simply a specific time
slice of a potentially larger time-sequenced data stream.

Figure 4. Static Data File as Time Slice of Data Stream

The syntax to access the time dimension of a data stream is where existing file-based paradigms fall
short. We propose a simple file name extension, consistent with the common Web practice known as
“URL munging,” to specify time slices of a dynamic file. Consider the following examples
(Figure 5), illustrated by Unix shell commands executed in a mounted “dynamic file” folder:

$ cat c0@t=4&d=1 % get channel ‘c0’ at time=4, duration=1
$ mkdir mySource % create a new dynamic file source
$ cp /usr/x mySource % put local data ‘x’ (at default time-of-day)
$ echo “hi” > c0@t=47 % put message at time=47

Figure 5. Example Shell Commands to Read and Write Dynamic Data Files

To add a time-reference to a dynamic file, follow the name by the “@” symbol, followed by
key=value pairs, as shown above. Of course, if shell commands can access dynamic files, so can
programs written in any language that supports simple file I/O.

With a single representation that encompasses both static and streaming data, it becomes possible to
access “slices” of streaming data from applications hitherto only capable of reading static data files.
Applications designed to read streaming data can “subscribe” to continuously updated “versions”
(frames) of these dynamic files. There is no pressure to “keep up,” as any time-stamped data frame,
including historical information, can be accessed at the leisure of the requesting application.



A NETWORK SOLUTION

Our solution design is based upon a middleware streaming data server called Ring Buffered Network
Bus (RBNB®). A product of government-sponsored research, this technology provides the
performance and features to support high-speed many channel real-time data acquisition to
monitoring over networks. Figure 6 illustrates the RBNB concept, where peer-to-peer networks of
RBNB servers connect widely distributed clients. Key to RBNB is that it buffers data between
source and destination, turning the data distribution network itself into a data acquisition server. It is
written in Java, and uses standard TCP/IP networking, thus it is very platform independent.

Figure 6. RBNB Middleware Buffered Servers Connect Data Sources to Viewers

RBNB adds the notion of “time history” to the traditional file construct, a most relevant feature with
respect to test and measurement data. Similar to a Web server, RBNB provides a middleware buffer
between source and consumer (sink). But unlike traditional Web servers, RBNB supports a seamless
transition between “real-time” and historical (playback) data.

How can one build an interface that makes middleware look just like a networked file system?
Building upon WebDAV, we have achieved this goal. WebDAV stands for “Web Document
Authoring and Versioning.” WebDAV is an open standard extension of the HTTP protocol, enabling
a client to write content to a Web server. Using operating system or third party utilities, a WebDAV
server can appear as a mounted network drive, as desktop file folders on a PC, Mac OS X, Unix, or
Linux machine. Its advantage versus other approaches is its use of the existing Web infrastructure.

The popular open-source Apache Tomcat (Java) Web server includes a fully featured WebDAV
interface implemented as a servlet. We have adapted this to connect to an RBNB server, instead of
the traditional local file-set. With this change, network-mounted WebDAV “files” can be in actuality



streaming RBNB data channels. In the same stroke, dynamic data in RBNB can be accessed using
traditional Web browsers and other URL-based clients.

This provides a file-folder interface to the entire contents of the RBNB. An example showing five
live signals viewed as dynamic data files in a Web folder is shown in Figure 7. The absence of
ad hoc client side interfaces to live data is a significant achievement.

Figure 7. Dynamic Data Files from Web Folder Interface

THE REAL-TIME INTERFACE

The dynamic file interface discussed above is most applicable to the “downstream” data distribution
and monitoring parts of the system. A key remaining challenge is to maintain an acceptable level of
performance, particularly at the interface between the real-time data acquisition and non-real-time
data distribution parts of the system. Such an interface requires:

• Minimal impact to the timing of the real-time process.
• High aggregate throughput capability.
• Low latency (“near” real-time) from data access to monitoring.
• Precise time-stamping and synchronization between channels.



We see several levels of real-time interface:

1. A low level shared-memory or equivalent “raw” interface for maximum performance.
2. An application programming interface per the existing RBNB Java socket-based API.
3. An intermediate level using the HTTP protocol, upon which the WebDAV file interface

is based.
4. A completely application independent file interface per the new dynamic file concept.

The first level provides highest performance at the expense of least platform and application
independence. Ongoing and proposed efforts not discussed in this paper are under way that target
this as the next critical step in bringing this vision to full fruition.

The second level has the advantage that it already is implemented, works very well at high aggregate
data rates, but has the disadvantage of tying a non-real-time Java Virtual Machine (JVM) into the
real-time part of the system. This may or may not be acceptable, especially when very tight real-time
constraints or lightweight, resource-constrained devices are involved.

The third level completely decouples the real-time data source from third party interface libraries,
relying only upon the common HTTP Web protocol supported by most modern computer operating
systems. It is less application independent, yet can be more efficient than a WebDAV file system
layered upon it.

The fourth level becomes completely application independent, and consistent with the interface to
downstream data monitoring applications. Real-time systems can be attached to the distribution
network as easily as opening up a traditional file or document. A worthy goal, this approach has the
most layers and thus lowest absolute real-time performance.

STATUS OF THE TECHNOLOGY

The dynamic file system described here has not yet been fully developed, but very functional aspects
of it are operational and of practical use today. The file interfaces shown in Figure 5 and Figure 7 of
this document are actual, working examples. We have demonstrated various aspects of this system in
scenarios and applications such as:

• LabVIEW writing data frames via HTTP to a dynamic file system and accessed over a
network at 50 frames per second.

• Windows, Macintosh, and Linux computers reading and writing file-mapped RBNB
data at megabyte per second rates.

• Microsoft Office applications such as Excel directly reading dynamic file data from live
software signal generators.

• Live video data monitored and replayed via Web browsers as time-sequenced images
(see Figure 8).



Figure 8. Live Video Stream via RBNB Web Interface

The work accomplished to date demonstrates the basic feasibility of this approach, and is ready for
limited deployment for scenarios weighted towards the “downstream” end of the acquisition-to-
monitoring spectrum of Figure 1. This approach can be extended to reach further “upstream” to
tackle ever more challenging and large-scale real-time system needs.

CONCLUSION

There has been much discussion to date regarding how to incrementally advance network-based data
distribution for test and measurement systems. However, a sequence of small incremental steps
cannot always bridge the chasm posed by a paradigm shift. In this paper, we have examined this
issue from the perspective of a fully integrated application-independent interface built upon modern
networking technology. This view leads us to an attractive, cost-effective, high performance, and
readily adaptable solution. Key to this approach is to relocate and re-implement the boundary
between the real-time and non-real-time system components. Over time, we envision integration of
live data into network file systems to enable greater interoperability amongst networks of sensor
systems. There are certainly hurdles that stand between current technology and the proposed
dynamic file system solution, yet we see this as a worthy goal towards which next-generation
measurement and telemetry networks should be targeted.
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